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Тест ОГЭ по английскому языку
Заполните пропуски

1. The rouble is the currency of Russia. It ____ in use for around five centuries. (be)

2. Sometimes, the rouble used in Russia ____ as the Russian rouble. This is because 
some other countries also call their currencies roubles. (know)

3. In the 1700s, Russian roubles ____ with precious metals such as silver, gold and 
platinum. (make)

4. The Russian government ____ printing paper money until towards the end of the 
1700s. (begin)

5. Russian rouble banknotes today have images of well-known places in Russia, as 
well as famous ____ in Russian history. (man)

6. The banknotes have modern features that stop ____ from being copied illegally. 
(they)

7. The ____ amount that appears on a banknote is 5,000 Russian roubles. After that, 
there are banknotes worth 1,000, 100, 50, 10 and 5 roubles. (high)

8. However, there are also 5- and 10-rouble coins, and these are used ____ than the 5- 
and 10-rouble banknotes. (commonly)

9. Because 5-rouble coins are used so often, the government decided to stop ____ the 
5-rouble banknotes any more. (print)

10. Frank’s birthday is on 6th July. Last year, he decided to have a big party for all his 
friends as it ____ his sixteenth birthday. (be)

11. In previous years, his parents had refused to let him have a party, so he ____ very 
excited when they said yes this time. (feel)

12. "This is going to be the ____ party ever!" he told his friend, Charlie. "Will you help 
me?" (good)

13. "Sure", ____ Charlie, because he liked the idea. So they started planning the party 
together. (reply)

14. Charlie and Frank had been to lots of ____, so they knew what to do. (party)

15. "What we need is some good music", said Frank. "We've got lots of MP3s, but it 
would be great if we ____ a sound system to play them really loudly". (have)

16. "That's a good idea", Charlie agreed. "My cousin is a DJ, so I'll ask him if we can 
borrow ____ equipment". (he)

17. "I ____ your cousin was a policeman", Frank said, confused. Charlie told him that 
he had nineteen cousins. (think)

18. "Oh, yes, your family is much bigger than ____", said Frank. "Just don't invite them 
all to the party!" (I)
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19. Do you remember the 2012 Olympics? The opening ceremony ____ by award-
winning film-marker Danny Boyle. (direct)

20. Not many people expected the ceremony to be very good, despite ____ excellent 
reputation as a director. (he)

21. But, in the end, it was very successful. Almost everyone who ____ it said it was 
fantastic. (see)

22. The show ____ by more than 900 million people and lasted for four hours. (watch)

23. Many of the various sections of the show contained lots of ____ and young people. 
(child)

24. The aim of the ceremony was to give the world a taste of the ____ of British 
culture. (good)

25. The sections featured everything from the Industrial Revolution to Britain's literary 
heritage. These showed what the nation had achieved so far in ____ history. (it)

26. One part of the ceremony appeared to show the Queen parachuting into the 
stadium. This has helped make her ____ than ever. (popular)

27. Of course, she didn't really jump from a helicopter. Everyone ____ it was a joke. 
(know)

28. Lisa was getting ready for bed. She'd just brushed her ____, and was deciding 
which book to read in bed. (tooth)

29. As usual, she was thinking about a million other things at the same time. "Daddy's 
got the ____ job in the whole world", she thought. (interesting)

30. Then she stopped ____ "But if I'm an astronaut, I'll be away from my family, friends 
and cat". (smile)
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Ответы на тест огэ по английскому языку

1. has been

2. was known

3. were made

4. began

5. people

6. them

7. highest

8. more commonly

9. printing

10. was

11. felt

12. best

13. replied

14. parties

15. had

16. his

17. thought

18. mine

19. was directed

20. his

21. saw

22. was watched

23. children

24. best

25. its

26. more popular

27. knew

28. teeth

29. most interesting

30. smiling
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